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The following exercises are based on a web-enabled software called BiosensorLab (v2.0).  

 

 If you do not have nanohub id, then goto www.nanohub.org to create a free account. 

 Log on using your Nanohub id. 

 Launch the online tool BiosensorLab (https://nanohub.org/tools/senstran/) and select version 

II 

 

 

Part I: Settling-Time 

 

Problem 1.1: Minimum Detection Density of a NW sensor 

 

Assume that you want to design a cylindrical nanowire (NW) biosensor of 50 nm radius for the purpose 

of capturing 20-bp (base pair) DNA molecules. The device is stable upto 10000 seconds (about 3 hours) 

in a fluidic environment, therefore measurement beyond that time limit is not acceptable.  The surface 

conjugating parameters are not known exactly, but let us assume typical values of kF = 3×10
6
 /(M×s) and 

kR=  1/s.(All analyte concentration units are in Molar and surface concentration unit is in #/cm^2) The test 

fluid of 6 cc is injected to the sensor via a pipette (rather than continuous external flow). 

 

Find the minimum detection density given that the device‟s stability time is 3 hours. 

 

 

Setting up the Simulator  

 In the “Device parameter of Sensor” tab, select the option “Cylindrical nanowire Biosensor” and set 

the nanowire radius of 50 nm (5×10
-6

cm). Keep length, oxide thickness, and doping density the same 

as default values. Note these values so that you can refer to them later.  

https://nanohub.org/tools/senstran/
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 In the “Biological parameters” tab, set “Analyte Type” to be DNA. Set  kF = 3×10
6
 /(M×s)  and kR = 

1/s as indicated in the problem.  In “Parameter of DNA” section, set DNA strand length (bp) to be 20. 

 

 
 

 The measurements are done at room temperature, so set the Temperature in degree Kelvin to be 300 

K in the “Ambient Condition” tab. 
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 Move on to the “Type of simulation” phase. In this problem, we are interested in the settling time. So 

turn on the “settling time” switch. We will keep all the parameters in this option unchanged for the 

time being. 

 

 
 

 Click the Simulate button.  
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Examine the plots to find the minimum detection limit of the biosensor.  

 

 

Solution: 

 Once the simulation is completed, select the graph “Settling time vs. analyte concentration” for 

display. 

 

 You will be able to see that at the point with settling time = 10326.4 s, Analyte Concentration ≈ 8.5× 

10
-15

 M. 
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Exercise 1.2:  Radius dependence of minimum detection limits 
 

Due to the statistical variation of NW radius during device fabrication process, the corresponding sensor 

response would change as well. If the known range of NW radius is between 30nm and 100 nm, what is 

the corresponding fluctuation in the limit of detection? Plot the limit of detection versus NW radius. 

 

Input Section 

 You need to do a series of simulation for different nanowire radius between 30 nm and 100 nm. Keep 

the other parameters unchanged in Problem 1.1. 

 Go back to “Sensor structure” phase and change the nanowire radius to be 30 nm, 50 nm, 70nm and 

100 nm for example. Re-run the simulators one by one with different radius to find the detection 

limits. 

Solution: 

 After all the simulations are done, select the graph “Settling time vs. analyte concentration” for 

display. 

 Click “All” button in the bottom left of the simulation results window. This will show you all the 

simulation results together.  

 Measure the corresponding changes of minimum detection density. Hint: You can magnify the graph 

by dragging cursor on the graph. 
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Part II: Sensitivity of Biosensors 
 
In the following problem set, we will explore the sensitivity of three different types of sensors, namely, 

pH-sensitivity of a NW sensor, Double-gate biosensor, and extended-gate biosensors.  

 

Problem 2.1:  pH response of a NW sensor  
 

In this problem, we examine the sensitivity of the biosensor to change of pH in the fluid. This illustrative 

example is based on lectures on Sensitivity (L11-L15), specifically, lecture titled “ISFET as a pH-meter”. 

 

Use Biosensor Lab (v2.0) to determine the following: If pH of the test fluid changes from 3 to 7, how 

does the surface potential change?  

 

Preparing the simulator 

 Repeat the first three steps in Problem 1.1 to prepare the simulator. 

 This question is related to Sensitivity of biosensors, therefore turn on the “Sensitivity” switch in the 

“Type of simulation to be done” phase. 

 
 

 Click on simulate.  
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Solution: 

 
 

 Select the graph “Conductance modulation vs. pH of buffer” for display. 

 The plot below shows that the change in surface potential is 0.2V 

 

 

Problem 2.2: Sensitivity enhancement in double gate FET pH sensor 

 

Here, we compare the pH sensitivity of a double gate pH sensor based on front-gate operation 

and the back-gate operation. Note, that the FET is enhancement mode nMOSFET. The 

parameters of the sensor are summarized below.  

 

Preparing the Simulator 
 
 In the ‘Type of Sensor’ category, select the option „DGFET pH sensor‟ Use the following 

parameters:   

Gate Length,        

Gate width,        

Gate oxide thickness,     5 nm 

Bottom oxide thickness,           150 nm 

Silicon layer thickness           

 

 Click on “Type of simulation to be done”, selected Sensitivity 

 In „pH parameters‟ tab, use following values,  

Surface density            .  

Protonation constant (   ) -2 
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Deprotonation constant (   ) 6 

pH range 4 to 7 in steps of 1 

Electrolyte concentration,              
 

 In „DGFET transfer characteristics’ tab, choose „Front gate operation‟ with         V      

      and     in range       to     V. 

 Click on „Simulate‟ 

a. Plot the transfer characteristics (    vs.    ) of the device for   different pH values 

(         ).   

b. Plot the threshold voltage as a function of pH  Can you explain qualitatively why 

threshold voltage increases with increase in  ? 

c. Determine the slope of    vs.   . This slope is called    sensitivity of the device. Is the 

pH sensitivity that you obtain less than the Nernst Limit (        ). 

Solution: 

a.  

 

b. With increase in pH, the hydronium ion concentration decreases, this implies that deprotonation 

rate (proportional to      ) of the surface increases and hence, surface becomes more negatively 

charged. Since, this is a nMOS transistor, the negative surface charge at the interface between 

fluid and oxide causes the threshold voltage to increase.  
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c. The pH sensitivity i.e. slope of    vs. pH curve is 30 mV/pH. Note, that the pH sensitivity is less 

than the Nernst Limit (59 mV/pH at room temperature).  This (59 mV/pH) is the maximum 

achievable limit for front gate operation. 

 

 Click on „Type of Simulation to be done’ and then in „DGFET transfer characteristics’ tab, 

choose „Back gate operation‟ with      ,           and     in range 1.0 to 5 V.  

a. In the result tab click on „Transfer characteristics in back gate operation‟. Download and 

plot the transfer characteristics for different pH values. 

b. In the result tab click on „Threshold voltage in back gate operation‟. Plot threshold 

voltage as a function of   . Is the    sensitivity larger than the Nernst Limit? 

c. Do you think noise in back gate operation will amplify as well?  

Solution: 

a.  

 
b.  
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The pH sensitivity in this case is given by 170 mV/ pH. Note that this limit is greater than the 

Nernst limit.  

 

c. Since, the signal (at the fluid gate/top oxide interface) amplifies, the noise does amplify as well. 

But, if the instrumentation noise is more than the channel noise in double gate operation 

(implying that the noise floor is set by the instrument not by the device), double gate operation 

leads to amplification in signal/noise as well. 

 
 
Problem 2.3  Design considerations in Extended Gate pH sensor 

 

Initial Setup 
 
 Launch the online tool BiosensorLab (https://nanohub.org/tools/senstran/) and select version 

II 

 In the ‘Type of Sensor’ category, select the option „EGFET pH sensor‟  

 Use the following parameters:   

Gate Length,        

Gate width,        

Top oxide thickness,     5 nm 

Bottom oxide thickness,      150 nm 

Sensor Area Fixed 

Area of sensing layer in scaled units 1 

Area of oxide layer in scaled units 1 

Area of interconnect layer in scaled units 0 

 

 Click on „Type of simulation to be done‟. Select following parameters: 

Surface density            .  

Protonation constant (   ) -2 

Deprotonation constant (   ) 6 

https://nanohub.org/tools/senstran/
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pH range 4 to 7 in steps of 1 

Electrolyte concentration,             
Drain Voltage,     0.1 V 

    0.4 V to 1.0 V in steps of 0.01 V 

Doping concentration,              

 

 

Exercise 
a) Plot the transfer characteristics for different pH values.  

b) Plot the threshold voltage as a function of pH. Determine the slope of the curve i.e. pH 

sensitivity. This is the ideal pH sensitivity of EGFET sensor with negligible interconnect area.  

Solutions: 

a)           and        
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The idea pH sensitivity with no parasitic capacitance is given by 32.9 mV/pH. 

 

b)             and          

 

 

pH sensitivity is 18.5 mV/pH. Note, that pH sensitivity is considerably reduced due to parasitic losses in 

this case. 

 

 

 Now, go back by clicking on „Type of simulation to be done’. Repeat part 1) (b) with interconnect 

area 100 um
2
 and sensing area 0.2 um

2
. This occurs when the sensing area is small but interconnect 

area is large leading to parasitic losses in sensitivity. Determine the pH sensitivity.  Now repeat part 

1) (b) with interconnect area 100 um
2
 and sensor area 4 um

2
. What is the pH sensitivity? What can 

you conclude? 

Solution: 

           ,          
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pH sensitivity is 32.2 mV/pH. Even with a very large parasitic area, the sensitivity is close to its ideal 

value. This shows that parasitic losses can be minimized by making sensing area ~ 3 - 4 times larger than 

the active device area. 
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Problem 2.4 Biosensing based on Flexure-FET 

 

In this problem, we verify the results of HW4.3 from the numerical simulations using tool on nanohub. In 

HW4, we have used analytical formula to calculate the surface potential, applied gate bias and change in 

drain current due to capture of bio-molecules. Here we repeat the analysis using numerical simulations.   

 

Initial Setup 

 Log on using your Nanohub id. 

 Launch the online tool BiosensorLab (https://nanohub.org/tools/senstran/) and select version II 

 In the sensor structure, choose Flexure-FET. 

 Use the default parameters:      ,      ,          ,       ,       .  

 Go to type of simulation to be done and click yes on sensitivity. Choose Response to bio-molecules 

capture for the analysis. 

 Use the default parameters:             ,       ,         . Change the Young‟s modulus 

of the beam to          so that                . Also, change captured molecule 

density to               which corresponds to     change in stiffness.    (    )  

(   )  (      ) with         and       .    is the cross-sectional area of the molecule 

and    is the height of the molecule.  

 Click on simulate 

 

Exercise 

(a) From the position of gate before capture (  vs.   ), calculate the pull-in voltage and confirm it with 

the analytical result obtained in HW4.  

(b) From the position of gate after capture (  vs.   ), calculate the position of gate at the same voltage 

and compare it with the result of HW4.  

(c) From the drain current before and after capture (    vs.   ), calculate the ratio of drain current before 

and after capture at pull-in voltage. Compare this ratio with the analytical result obtained in HW2.  

 

Solution: 

a. From the position of gate vs. voltage plot (Fig. 2.4.1), one can easily see that the pull-in voltage is 

around 8.97V. One may recall that the analytical formula in HW2 gave us a pull-in value of 

8.77V. The two values are really close and confirms the validation of analytical results.  

 

b. From the position of gate vs. voltage (Fig. 2.4.1), one can easily see that the position of gate after 

capture is 75.487nm. One may recall that analytical formula in HW2 gave us a position of 

77.69nm. The two values are again very close.  

https://nanohub.org/tools/senstran/
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Fig. 2.4.1: Position of gate before and after capture of bio-molecules. 

 

c. From the drain current vs. voltage plots in Fig. 2.4.2 or ratio of drain current before and after 

capture of bio-molecules plot in Fig. 2.4.3, one can easily see that the drain current changes by 

511 due to 10% change in the stiffness. One may recall that the analytical formula predicted this 

change to be 411. The two values are close at least in order.   

Before

After

y=75.487nm

VPI=8.97V
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Fig. 2.4.2: Drain current before and after capture of bio-molecules. 

 

Before

After
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Fig. 2.4.3: Ratio of drain currents before (    ) and after (    ) capture of bio-molecules. 

 

 
  

IDS1/IDS2=511
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Part III: Selectivity 

 

Problem 3.1  Diffusion limited competitive absorption on biosensor surface 

 

In this problem, we will explore the spatial selectivity of biosensor and see how the signal to noise ratio 

degrades rapidly as the ratio of the parasitic molecules to the target molecule is increased.  The analysis is 

based on Nair and Alam, JAP, 107, 064701, 2010. Sec. C „Limits of SNR for label-free electrical 

detection‟. 

 

Initial Setup 

 Log on using your Nanohub id. 

 Launch the online tool BiosensorLab (https://nanohub.org/tools/senstran/) and select version II 

 In the sensor structure, choose “cylindrical NW sensors” and keep the NW dimensions and other 

material parameters exactly the same as that of problem 1.1.  

 In the panel “Types of Simulation”, choose „Selectivity‟.  

 

Exercise 

(a) Assume that the analyte molecule has the size of r0~2x10
-7

 cm and the parasitic molecule has the 

size of rp~10
-7

cm. For a parasitic molecule density of 1e-6 M, calculate the receptor density of 

necessary to achieve a signal to noise ratio of 100 for three analyte concentrations: 1nM, 1pM, 

and 1fM. Explain the trend intuitively.  

Solution: 

https://nanohub.org/tools/senstran/
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From the simulation plot, we can find the receptor density for each of the analyte concentration with 

SNR = 100: 

Analyte concentration = 1nM  Receptor density = 6× 10
9
 cm

-2
 

Analyte concentration = 1pM  Receptor density = 1.5× 10
12

 cm
-2 

As we can learn from the trend of the bottom line in the plot, when analyte concentration approaches 

very low (1fM), the receptor concentration should be very high. This means it is really difficult for us 

to detect the signal in this situation. 

 

(b) Assume that the analyte molecule has the size of r0~2x10
-7

 cm and the parasitic molecule has the 

size of rp~10
-8 

cm. For a parasitic molecule density of 1e-6 M, calculate the receptor density of 

necessary to achieve a signal to noise ratio of 100 for three analyte concentrations: 1nM, 1pM, 

and 1fM. Explain the trend intuitively.  
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Solution: 
 

When analyte concentration is 1nM, the receptor density needs to be 5×10
11

 cm
-2

 in order to 

approach a SNR of 100. For low analyte concentration cases (1pM and 1fM), the receptor density 

should be very large. 

 

 

(c) Explain the difference in SNR ratio in the respective cases.  

Solution: 
In part (b), we have smaller size of parasitic molecule. The receptor density is much larger 

compared to (a). This means when the size of parasitic molecule is small, it is more difficult to 

detect the signal.  

 

 

 


